Abstract
P_Schema
Bohannon [13] put forward P_Schema to solve the repeat structure in mapping the XML Schema. P_Schema is a transformation based on XML Schema, which is an equivalent form of XML Schema and can be directly mapped to relational schema. In order to solve the repeat structure, the multi-valued elements are extracted separately in P_Schema. In the XML Schema, the multi-valued element is that the attribution "maxoccurs" is "unbounded" in the definition, which represents that this element can occur countless times. All of the multi-valued elements are extracted to generate new types with same elements' name, and their parent elements' definitions retain the reference with these new types in P_Schema. Therefore, repeat structure does no longer exist in P_Schema. Figure 1 gives an example XML fragment, and Figure 2 shows two kinds of schema about this example. Figure 2 (a) shows an alternative schema described using the notation for types from the XML Query Algebra [14] , the corresponding P_Schema is shown as Figure 2 (b).
<group name="group1"> <sequence> <element name="price" type="xsd:integer"/> <element name="year" type="xsd:integer"/> </sequence> </group> <group name="group2"> <sequence> <element name="press" type="xsd:string"/> <element name="bookstore" type="xsd:string"/> </sequence> </group> <element name="book" type=bookType"/> <complexType name="bookType"> <sequence> <element name="bookname" type="xsd:string"/> <element name="author" type="xsd:string" maxoccurs="unbounded"/> <choice> <group name="group1"/> <group name="group2"/> </choice> </sequence> </complexType> , it is clear that the multi-valued element "author" has been extracted to generate a new type "author". And the parent element "book" retains the reference to the new type "author" in the P_Schema, but the optional elements "(price, year) | (press, bookstore)" are still mixed in their parent element "book". After this equivalent transformation, P_Schema can be directly mapped into relational schema [13] . Figure 3 gives an example XML fragment of IMS Content Packaging, the whole XML document and corresponding XML Schema can be found in the IMS Content Packaging [1] . This example contains recursive elements, multiply namespaces, repeatable structures, extended attributes.
C_Schema

The analysis of XML Schema
After analyzing the XML instance documents (in Figure 3 and Appendix A) and the corresponding XML Schema, seven kinds of semantic information can be extracted to generate as new types in the complex Schema-based XML document.
<manifest identifier="MANIFEST1" xmlns = "http://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imscp_v1p1" xmlns:adlcp="http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_v1p1" xmlns:xsi = "http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imscp_v1p1 contentpackage.xsd"> <metadata> <schema>CELTS Content</schema> <schemaversion>1.6</schemaversion> </metadata> <organizations> <organization identifier = "Organization"> <item identifier = "ITEM1"> <item identifier = "ITEM2" > <item identifier = "ITEM3" identifierref=" Test_ resource "/> <item identifier = "ITEM4"/> </item> </item> </organization> </organizations> <resources> <resource identifier="Test_ resource" type="text/htm" href="content1.htm" adlcp:scormtype="sco" > <metadata> <schema>CELTS Content</schema> <schemaversion>1.6</schemaversion> </metadata> </resource> </resources> </manifest> Figure 3  Namespace information. Namespace is to effectively distinguish elements of the same name without belonging to same schema, which effectively avoids name clashes. All of the elements in Figure 3 belong to the following two namespaces:  http://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imscp_v1p1, as the default namespace.  http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_v1p1, the elements or attributes must be referred with prefix "adlcp".  Multi-valued element. Multi-valued elements include the recurring value and structure. In the XML Schema, the recurring value and sub-element are defined by the attributes "minoccurs" and "maxoccurs". These two attributes limit the minimum and maximum occurrence of elements allowed in instance documents. When single-valued element's attribute is "maxoccurs = 1", it indicates that this kind of elements in instance document can only occur once; meanwhile, multi-valued element's attribute is "maxoccurs = N" (N>1), it represents that element can appear multiple times in instance document. In the definition of XML Schema, recurring structure can be repeatedly referred by different complex types. For instance, the <metadata> structure in Figure 3 is defined once [1] , but it can be repeatedly referred by <organization>, < item> and <resource> elements through attributes "ref" Figure 3 . Like multi-valued element, recursive element reference to itself through attribute "ref" in the definition of XML Schema, that is, <item> can nest unlimited number of <item> elements.  Extended elements and attributes. In XML Schema there are two types that are used to extend : <anyAttribute> and <anyElement>. <anyAttribute> is to extend attribute, while <anyElement> is to extend element. By introducing these two types, the XML document can use not only the defined elements in the XML Schema, but also the elements belonging to other namespaces. For instance，the <resource> element in Figure 3 refers to the attribute "scormtype" that belongs to the namespace "http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_v1p1" by the prefix "adlcp".  Optional elements. Although there is no optional element in Figure 3 , C_Schema is based on P_Schema. So optional elements still can be mapped, that is to say, optional elements are separately extracted from XML Schema to produce new types.  The repeatable elements. The repeatable elements that can occur zero, one, or several times are constrained by the attribute "minioccur=0" in the XML schema. What's more, this element must occur in the same location of their parent elements. For example, the element <metadata> occurs in <organizations>, <item>, <resource> etc., which must occur in the same location as their first child element [1] .
Transforming XML Schema to C-Schema
First, analyze the XML document and extract multiply namespace information; then, analyze the XML schema corresponding to the XML document and extract optional elements, complex elements, multi-valued elements, recursive elements and extended elements and attributes to generate new types. Since the recursive elements are defined within complex type, complex type elements should be paid more attention. The recursive elements and repeatable structure should be tagged with a special mark and only one recursive element can be extracted. The single-valued elements retain its original definition without extraction, while multi-valued elements will be extracted to generate new types. C_Schema inherits and extends P_Schema to extract elements, and it is the equivalent to XML Schema as well. Therefore, there is also a straightforward mapping into relations. After analyzing, we obtain the original XML Schema and the corresponding C_Schema, which are shown in Figure 4 . Incidentally, "*" represents the element or attribute occurs zero or more times; "@" represents attribute; "?" represents the element or attribute occurs zero or once.
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Relational Database Xin-hua Zhu, Qing-ling Zeng, Qing-hua Cao In C_Schema, each complex element has been extracted to generate as a new type. The recursive elements have been extracted to generate as new types that have the same name with elements' names, such as the element <item> shown in Figure 4 (b). In the extracted complex type, there is a special attribute "@anyAttribute" which is used to extend the XML document' attributes, that is, an arbitrary namespace attribute can be added to their parent elements to extend the XML document. Meanwhile, "anyElement" is used to expand element. The mechanism of "anyElement" and "@anyAttribute" increases the flexibility of XML documents. Therefore, C_Schema also has a corresponding flexibility and allows updates.
Mapping C-Schemas into relations
There are three steps to map C_Schema into relations in the mapping process. Firstly, the namespace information has to be extracted and the namespace information must be mapped conforming to the XML Schema. Secondly, the Element 
relational schema with some rules. Lastly, the XML instance documents can be mapped into relational database.
Mapping of Namespace Information
Create a table named "xmlns" to store all the namespace information of XML documents. In this table, create a primary key named "xmlns_ID" and store the namespace name, the namespace location and the namespace prefix in Element Table. The mapping in Figure 5 shows the relational schema of "xmlns".
In addition, the namespace information in table "xmlns" belongs to XML Schema [1] . Table 1-1 shows the namespace data of XML Schema in relational database. 
Establishing of Element Table
The Element Table that is generated according to C_Schema is used to keep the information of XML Schema, which shared by all of the XML documents of same specification. In other words, elements and attributes which have been extracted as new types will be collected in Element Table. And the XML data that will be stored in Element Table is initially corresponded to the XML Schema. Then, because of extended elements and attributes, the records in this table will be dynamically increased with the XML instance documents. That is to say, if there are extended elements and attributes, the records will be increased in Element Table when mapping the XML instance documents. Thus, this table is mainly used to store element information of XML Schema and documents, such as parent-child relationship between elements, the sequence of the elements at the same level (fraternal relations) and the pattern of elements etc. This table plays an important role in restoring XML Schema from relational database, which keeps the sequence of the elements and does not cause confusion in the transforming process. Most important is that the Element Figure 5 . The mapping of namespace information
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Mapping of Elements and Attributes
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After Element Table being established, some mapping rules are proposed to help store XML documents into database. A number of rules have been proposed [13] to solve the XML-to-relational mapping problem. Therefore, some new rules are added on the basis of Bourret and Bohannon.
 Simple type element. Simple type elements contain single-valued elements (occur only once in the document). For the single-valued elements, the namespace information must be considered. If the single-valued elements and their parent elements belong to the same namespace, these single-valued elements are mapped directly to their parent elements in the table (e.g. the sub-element <schema> in element <metadata>). Otherwise, create new tables for these single-valued elements and set element ID as the primary key (e.g. the sub-element < adlcp:location > of element <metadata> in Appendix A). Meanwhile, add the single-valued element's parent element ID and namespace ID in the new table as foreign keys.  The attributes. Attributes usually have atomic values, so they are taken as simple types.
Commonly, if attributes do not have prefix, then they are mapped directly to their parent elements' table, where a column is created for the attributes. If attribute is optional, the corresponding column can be null. For instance, the attribute "identifier" in element <manifest>, <organization>, <item> has been mapped directly to their parent elements' table.
Otherwise, if attribute has a prefix, the mapping must conform to the extended attribute in the follow.  The extended attributes and elements. All elements that serve as containers for other elements may be extended to include new elements [17] . As mentioned above, there are two types used for expansion: <anyAttribute> and <anyElement> elements in XML Schema. However, more attention must be paid to namespace. As the XML document in Figure 3 , the default namespace declaration is xmlns = "http://www. msglobal.org/xsd/imscp_v1p1". A default namespace declaration applies to all unprefixed element names within its scope. Default namespace declarations do not apply directly to attribute names; the interpretation of unprefixed attributes is determined by the element on which they appear [18] . Therefore, create a new table for attribute when the attribute whose namespace is different from its parent element. There is an example in Figure 3 , the code is: <resource identifier="Test_resource" type="text/htm" href="content1.htm" adlcp:scormtype="sco">. The element <resource> belongs to the default namespace, and the attribute "identifier" does not belong to any namespace. Whereas, the attribute "adlcp:scormtype", prefixed by "adlcp", belongs to the namespace "xmlns:adlcp = http://www. adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_v1p1" .Therefore, this kind data of the same-name attribute or element that appears in the same place of XML document should be stored in same relational database table; while this kind data of the same attribute or element appearing in different places should be stored in different tables, and tables should be named as "parent element name + element name + <s#>", where <s#> refers to the element's sequence number. Following these rules, the corresponding relational schema of attribute "adlcp:scormtype" is in Figure 6 .
 The complex types. For each complex element type, create a table, whose name is the same as the element's name. And create a primary key column. Similarly, add parent element ID in the table as foreign key. As to its sub-elements and attributes, the above rules are applied.  The recursive elements. A number of recursive elements with same name have been used in the XML Binding documents of distance education technology specification. In brief, each recursive element that references an element of which is a descendent. For instance, the definition of element <item> that references itself by attribute "ref" in XML Schema. The parent of top recursive element is other kind of element, while the parent of non-top recursive element is another same-name recursive element. All the same level elements are mapped in a Figure 6 . The relational schema of attribute "adlcp:scormtype"
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Relational Database Xin-hua Zhu, Qing-ling Zeng, Qing-hua Cao table. Besides, the mapping of same-name recursive elements (such as <item>) must conform to some rules: the data of same recursive elements that occur in the same place of XML document must be stored in same relational database table; when the data of same recursive elements occurring in different places of XML document must be stored in different tables. Apart from that, in different tables, the table must be named as "element name + <nl#> + <s#>", where <nl#> refers to the nesting level number of the element, and <s#> refers to the element's sequence number on certain nesting level. The corresponding relational schema of element <item> is in Figure 7.  The repetitive structure. For repeat structure, the same-name structure should be mapped in one table. Then, add "parentID" and "parent-Ele_ID" to keep track of the parent-child relationship. Such as <metadata> element, it can be the sub-element of <manifest>, <organization>, <resource> in the same location as their first child. There is no fixed parent element of <metadata>, so the "parentID" should be set as "-1". While the "parent-Ele_ID" which uniquely identifies this element should be corresponding with records in Elements Table. In the meanwhile, the data of same repetitive structure that appears in the same place of XML document should be stored in same relational database table, and the table should be named as "parent element name + element name"; while the data of the structure appearing in different places should be stored in different tables, and the tables should be named as "parent element name + element name+ <s#>", where <s#> refers to the element's sequence number. The corresponding relational schema of element <metadata> is in Figure 8 .
Conclusions
The aim of this paper is how to store the XML documents of distance education technical specifications into relational database. Given the characteristics of the XML binding documents of distance education technical specifications, a novel transforming approach, C_Schema, has been introduced on the basis of P_Schema to transform XML documents into relational database. The method is used to solve the mapping problem of recursive elements, multiply namespaces, repeat structures, extended attributes and elements in XML Binding Specifications of distance education technology specification.
A very important method is to use Element Table to store the information of extracted elements and attributes, which helps us to restore original XML documents. After analyzing distance education technical specifications, such as the IMS Content Packaging Specification [1] , the IMS Learning Design Specification [2] , the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) Standard [3] , the Sharable Course Object Reference Model (SCORM) Specification [4] , the Dublin Core Metadata Standard [5] C_Schema can also be applied to map XML documents of those similar specifications into relational database and the original XML documents can be restored from database. After all, there is much to be improved and continued in-depth study; our further work can be extended in several ways: (1) this paper focuses on the XML documents of distance education specifications without taking into account other XML documents of specifications in other fields, for instance, the ebXML of E-trade [19] . Because different applications have their own XML schema and when schema is changed, the corresponding document will change accordingly. How to ensure a much wider range of C_Schema will be the next important task. (2) Cost estimate has not been taken into account, how to choose the suitable cost estimate of the storage will also be the future work direction.
